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the Lcrd, I must do everything I can to help him. But he that is tearing down the Word

of God, destroying his faith, pretending to be a Christian a preacher and actually de

nying the truth, I must remove all Christian fellowship from and I must strongly % oppose

his works. There are a few principles here which have been decisive , which I find de

cisive in my activity. Number 1, I never will unitWe in a religious work L th those vh o

deny the fundamental truths of God's Word. Number 2, I will never let myself be used

in such a way as to build up an organization that will result in leading people away from

the truth of God. I remember one time when Dr. J. Gresham Machen j faced this

question. He was asked to write arjrticle giving his view of what the Bible teaches

for a new magazine that was just beginning. He said to me I am glad to write what

I believe for publication anywhere, he said I would gladly write it for any established

liberal magazine, a statement of what I believe. But he said this is a magazine that is

just going to be started. They are trying to get p pie to support this and to subscribe

to it, --±4 as a new great magazine of religious truth. Most-the leadership of the

magazine includes those who are definitely hostile to the Word of God and who deny the

inerrancy of the Scripture. He said, if I promise to write an article for them they will

advertise that people can read what I think in this article in such a way as to lead

Christian people to become supporters of this magazine. He said consequetitly it would

be wrong for me , at this time, to write for this magazine. He said if they get the

magazine established with liberal support, without the suppprt from fundamentalists

that might be attracted by my name, if it is a going concern where one article will not

add much to its support, but where I will have a chance what I believe to their con

stitunts, then if they should ask me for an article, I will unhesitatingly write. So my

second principle is, never let yourself be4'used in such a way as to build up an organ

ization that is working against the gospel. If I have a chance to go into the most liberal

of churches and to present what I believe , to tell what it means to be saved through
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